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Abstract

In an ideal experiment, the system being investigated is isolated from the 

environment. The only external influences allowed on the system are the parameters that 

the experimenter chooses to vary, in effort to study their effects on the observables. 

Moreover, these parameters can be controlled with all the accuracy and precision desired 

by the experimenter. In chemistry, ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) mass spectrometry 

may come closer to replicating this ideal condition than any other experimental 

technique. An ion isolated in an ICR trap is under ultra high vacuum, devoid of physical 

contact with other atomic and molecular systems, as well as with the apparatus itself. 

Confined to a small volume and for a practically unlimited length of time, its few 

connections with the external environment, such as temperature and the electric and 

magnetic trapping fields, are well under the experimenter’s control. And since the 

motion of a charged particle in electric and magnetic fields is completely known, the ion 

can be manipulated with an unequaled freedom and certainty. In this dissertation, two 

experimental methods which utilize these unique capabilities of ICR spectrometry are 

explored.

In Chapter 1, the kinetic method is applied to determine the gas phase proton 

affinity of the zwitterion betaine, (CH^lsTCEbCCV. Protonated dimers of betaine with 

reference bases of known proton affinities are formed by Cs+ bombardment of a glycerol 

solution in an external ion source FT-ICR. Product distributions resulting from off-
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resonance collisional activation of isolated adducts are analyzed to yield a value of 242 ± 

1 kcal/mol for the gas phase proton affinity o f betaine. This is 103 kcal/mol less than that 

of the isoelectronic terf-butylacetate anion, (CHa^CCI^CCV, and the difference can be 

attributed to the electrostatic dipolar stabilization of the carboxylate anion in betaine. In 

addition, a general analysis of the kinetic method is presented based on RRKM 

unimolecular reaction theory. This analysis does not assume a Boltzmann distribution of 

internal energies in the reactant ion and provides a rationalization for the success of the 

method even when different experimental techniques are used.

While ICR has proven to be a powerful technique for studying the chemical 

properties of gas phase ions, it suffers from a serious weakness which prevents full 

realization of its unique capabilties: The only observable it measures is the mass. This 

has kept ICR from being widely used to investigate the physical properties of molecular 

ions. In Chapter 2, a novel method for obtaining high-resolution r.f. and microwave 

spectra of ions in ICR trap is proposed. Termed Internally resonant /on /rapping 

excitation (IRITE), it uses spatially inhomogeneous a.c. electric fields to couple the 

internal energy states with the ion’s translation motion. The resonance absorption of 

radiation is detected by its effect on the oscillations of the trapped ions, rather than on the 

radiation. The theoretical concept behind IRITE is introduced, and an experiment 

designed to demonstrate its feasibility by observing r.f. transitions in H C f is discussed in 

details. Combined with ICR’s unsurpassed ability to isolate and manipulate chemical 

systems, this new technique promises to allow chemists to study phenomena previously 

unobservable even in neutral molecules.
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1

Chapter 1: Gas Phase Proton Affinity of Zwitterionic Betaine

1.1 Introduction

In many complex organic and biological systems, the chemistry of functional 

groups is believed to be influenced by the electrostatic field of a nearby charge center. 

This effect is expected to be particularly significant if the chemistry involves charged 

intermediates. For example in most enzymatic reactions, where the donation or 

abstraction of a hydrogen ion is a critical step,1 stabilization of the intermediates by 

oppositely charged side chains of nearby amino acid residues is assumed to play a major 

role in the catalytic mechanisms and the lowering of reaction barriers. Although the 

importance of such dipolar stabilization is well recognized, there are no previous 

experimental studies of this electrostatic effect in an isolated system. Difficulty in 

discerning the diminished electrostatic effect from other interactions complicates the 

quantitative interpretation of such experiments in solution phase. In the gas phase, where 

charge formation is highly unfavorable energetically, the difficulty lies in finding 

appropriate model systems. In this investigation, we identify such a model system, 

betaine (figure 1.1a),2 and describe an experimental determination of the electrostatic 

effect on its proton affinity.

Protonated betaine is an isoelectronic analog of fert-butylacetic acid (figure 1.1b).2 

The carboxyl groups o f the two compounds are identical except for the electrostatic and
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a. I— 3.3 a— |
°  + p

(CH3)3N -C H 2-C   ► (CH3)3N -C H 2-C ^ - +  H
OH 0

betaine

b - 1— 3.3 A— |
.0

(CH3)3C-CH 2- C   ► (CH3)3C—c h 2—c  +  H+
OH 0

/-butylacetic acid

Figure 1.1: (a) Acid dissociation of protonated betaine. 3.3 A is the average of the 
distances between the nitrogen and the oxygens (2.9 and 3.7 A).2 (b) Acid dissociation 
of t-butylacetic acid. The distances between the tertiary carbon and the oxygens are 3.0 
and 3.6 A.2 Proton affinity is defined as £pa = -A //ren.

the electronic induction (i.e., withdrawing of electrons through the bonds) effects of the 

localized positive charge in betaine. As discussed below, the electronic induction effect 

is much smaller than the electrostatic effect in the gas phase. Thus the difference 

between proton affinities o f the two compounds is a measure o f the electrostatic effect 

that a positive charge 3.3 A away has on the acidity of a carboxylic acid group.

Gas phase proton affinities are ordinarily determined by measuring the proton- 

transfer equilibrium between the compound under investigation and a reference 

compound of known proton affinity.3 The proton affinity of r-butylacetate anion, 344.9 ±

2.1 kcal/mol,4 has been determined by this equilibrium method. However, the technique 

is not applicable to non-volatile compounds like betaine. In such cases the kinetic
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method developed by Cooks and co-workers5 provides a viable alternative. The kinetic 

method relies on the competitive dissociations of weakly-bound cluster ions to measure 

thermochemical properties. For example, to determine the proton affinity o f compound 

A,

[AH]+ + B (rxn. 1)

A + [HBf (rxn. 2)

a protonated adduct formed between A and a reference compound B of known proton 

affinity is collisionally dissociated. These experiments have shown a simple relationship 

between the product ion populations and the proton affinities, EpA, o f A and B:

I[AH]+
In' = C + C [ £ pa( A ) - £ pa(B)] . [1.1]

I[ah]+/I[hb]+ is the ratio o f the product ion populations, and C and C  are constants for a 

given set of experimental conditions. £pa(A) is typically determined by using a series of 

different reference compounds of similar £pa- The method is quite general, and the 

competitive dissociation of appropriate adducts can be used to determine other 

thermochemical properties, such as metal ion affinities and electron affinities.6

Since its introduction in 1977,5 the kinetic method has been successfully applied 

to a wide variety of systems, and its application has grown in recent years with increasing
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research activities in the gas phase study of biomolecules.7'9 However, the often invoked 

theoretical model behind the kinetic method (i.e., rationalization of eqn. l .l) , which is 

based on the transition state theory, suffers from well-recognized deficiencies.5,8’10 

Recently, a more appropriate rationalization based on RRK unimolecular reaction theory 

has been proposed,8 and in this article we expand on these efforts by providing a more 

general RRKM analysis of the kinetic method.

1.2 Experimental Section

Collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments were performed using an 

external ion source Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass 

spectrometer, built in cooperation with IonSpec Corporation (Irvine, CA). A detailed 

description of this instrument has been previously published.11 The spectrometer is 

equipped with an external Cs+ bombardment source and an octopole ion guide for 

transferring ions into the 2 x 2 x 3 in. reaction cell, which is located in the high field 

region of the superconducting magnet (7 T). A split injection electrode at the entrance of 

the ICR cell provides for efficient trapping of the transferred ions.12 The instrument has 

three regions of differential cryogenic pumping, resulting in a residual background 

pressure of ~5 x 10-10 Torr in the cell. An accurate pressure measurement is achieved by 

calibrating a specially designed ionization gauge13 attached directly on the reaction cell 

with a capacitance manometer connected to the cell through a static port. For the 

experiments reported here, a static pressure of N2  (2.0 x 10-7 Torr) was maintained in the 

cell for use as collision gas.
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All chemicals were purchased from commercial suppliers and used as received. 

Betaine monohydrate and trifluoroacetic acid were purchased from Sigma Chemical (St. 

Louis, MO) and EM Science (Gibbstown, NY), respectively. All other compounds were 

obtained from Aldrich Chemical (Milwaukee, WI). The reference bases used in the 

experiments are shown in figure 1.2.14,15

Samples were prepared by mixing 0.1 mL glycerol, 30 mg betaine monohydrate, 

30 pL trifluoroacetic acid, and 30 pL of the reference base. Approximately 5 pL of this 

solution was applied to the probe tip for each experiment. Ions were generated by 

bombarding the sample with fast Cs+ ions (6-8 keV) and transported to the cell (1.8 V 

trapping potential) using the octopole ion guide (50-150 volts, ~1.2 MHz) and the split 

electrode injection (-6 V differential). Ions other than the species of interest (protonated 

betaine-reference base adducts) in the 50 to 450 m/z range were ejected, and the adduct 

ions were then translationally excited with a radio frequency (r.f.) pulse slightly off- 

resonant from their cyclotron frequency (1.5-2.0 kHz lower);16 causing them to undergo 

multiple collisions with the N 2 gas and gradually accumulate internal energy. The pulse 

strength was varied to control the average energy per collision (0.1—1.8 eV in the center- 

of-mass frame). Depending on the reference base used, 1.1 eV to 1.5 eV was enough to 

dissociate >90% of the dimers with 0.5 second of irradiation. Resulting ions in the 

35-450 m/z range were detected, and this time-domain signal (32.8 ms, 256 kilobytes) 

was digitized and saved on the computer for later processing. The signals from 10-20 

scans were averaged and Fourier transformed to the frequency-domain to provide the 

mass spectrum.
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1,8-Diazabicyclo [5.4.0] undec-7-ene 
(DBU)

PA 247.5 kcal/mol

1,5-Diazabicylco [4.3.0] non-5-ene 
(DBN)

PA 245.1 kcal/mol

CH3

c h 3- n x

C=NH 
CH3- ] j /

CH3

1,1,3,3 -T etramethy Iguanidine 
(TMG)

PA 243.1 kcal/mol

c h 3 c n 3
^ N — C H = N -C -C H 3

c h 3̂ I
CH,

N'-ferr-Butyl-N.N-Dimethylformamidine
(B D F )

PA 240.8 kcal/mol

N,N,N',N'-Tetramethy I-1,4-butanediamine N,N,N’,N’-T etramethyl-1,3-Propanediamine
(TMBDA) (TMPDA)

PA 240.8 kcal/mol PA 239.6 kcal/mol

Figure 1.2: Structures and proton affinities (PA) of the reference bases used in the
kinetic method experiments.14’15 Not shown is tri-M-butylamine (TBA) with PA 236.0 
kcal/mol.
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1.3 Theory

1.3.a Transition State Theory of the Kinetic Method. The kinetic method is 

most often analyzed using transition state theory;

R T Q ' - V
*< D  =  X  Q  e  ’ [L 2 ]

where Q is the partition function of the adduct ion, Q* is that for the transition state, and 

£ a is the activation energy. For a reaction with only two competing channels, the rate 

constants k\ and ki determine the relative abundances of the dissociation products, [AH]+ 

and [BHf:

I[ahT  k.
I[hbF k ,

[1.3]

Then

i r ^ i C O , , rQ i ’Q a , rt
n I[hb]+ £,(T) Q2*Q, RT [ 1

with A£a = £ a(I) — Ea2)- The reactions proceed from the same reactant, Qi = Q2, and

transition states o f the two reaction pathways differ most significantly by the vibrational

frequencies of the remaining bonds to the proton, Q i*/Q2* ~ v(A---H+)/v{B---H"i') = vi/v?:3

[1-5]

It is usually assumed that the ratio v\/v2 does not vary much and remains constant5,7 when 

different reference compounds of similar £ a(2) are used.

The difference in activation energies of the two reactions, AE& can be equated to 

the difference between proton affinities, £pA(A) -  £pA(B), if the following two conditions
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are satisfied. (1) If the reference compounds B are chosen so that they are structurally 

similar to A, then the two reaction pathways should have similar entropy changes, and (2) 

since the reactions are simple dissociations, there will be negligible barriers for the

reverse reactions. Under these situations, a plot of ln [I[A H i+/I[HB]+] vs. £pA(B) obtained 

using a series of reference compounds will result in a straight line of slope — 1/RT.

£ pa(A) is determined from the point on the line where ln [ I [AHi+/I[HB]+] = 0. The 

possibility of an error being introduced by the approximations, in particular the neglect of 

entropy changes, is minimized by utilizing a large number of reference compounds.

As mentioned in the introduction, many successful applications of the kinetic 

method have been reported. Yet the rationalization of the method based on transition 

state theory suffers from a fundamental weakness which prevents a full understanding of 

its limits and utility. For transition state theory to be pertinent, the reacting ions, [A--H-- 

B]+, must be in thermal equilibrium. But the actual experimental conditions, in which 

isolated ions undergo metastable and collision-induced dissociations, clearly prohibit the 

reacting ions from attaining a Boltzmann distribution of internal energies.3,810 A proper 

analysis of the kinetic method requires microcanonical reaction rate theories which avoid 

reference to a thermodynamic temperature.

1.3.b RRK Theory of the Kinetic Method.Campbell et a/.8 offered a 

rationalization of the kinetic method based on RRK unimolecular reaction theory. This is 

reviewed here, since useful comparisons can be made between this and the RRKM 

analysis presented below.

The expression for the classical RRK rate constant is17
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where v is the frequency factor for the reaction, E  is the total internal excitation of the 

reactant molecule with s vibrational degrees of freedom, and E0 is the critical energy for 

the reaction. For the two competing reaction channels,

where E\ and E^ are the critical energies for rxn. 1 and rxn. 2, respectively. Manipulation 

of eqn. 1.7 yields

This is an appropriate approximation under the experimental conditions of the kinetic 

method. For dissociation products to be detectable using FT-ICR mass spectrometer, ions 

must fall apart on a time scale less than 1 sec, corresponding to reaction rates greater than 

1 sec-1. Other mass spectrometry techniques involve time scales that are narrow in range. 

For dissociation products to be detectable in a sector instrument, for example, ions must 

dissociate at rates between 104 sec-1 and 10s sec-1. According to RRKM calculations, 

these rates may require the excess energy E - E x to be several times that of the barrier 

height for large ions. Since the strength of an ionic hydrogen bond in the gas phase
f o

between two compounds of similar proton affinities is between 20 and 30 kcal/mol, the

*,(£) _ vt ( E -  Et Y~' 
^ ( £ )  v2 { E - E 2)

[1.7]

[1.8]

Provided that |E2 — E\\ is small compared to E -  £ ,,8

[1.9]
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condition |£ 2—^i| <<: E -  Ex is fulfilled by employing reference compounds whose 

proton affinities do not differ greatly from that o f the compound under investigation.

With the two assumptions described in the transition state theory derivation that 

equate £, -  E2 with the difference between the proton affinities of A and B, eqn. 1.9 

becomes

The ratio v t/v2 is again presumed to remain relatively constant with different reference

ln[I[AH]+/I[HBi+] vs- £ p a ( B ) .  Moreover, according to eqn. 1.10, the inverse of the slope of 

the plot is equal to the excess internal energy per degree of freedom in the activated 

complex;

This helps to explain why the kinetic method works regardless of the size and, within 

reasonable limits, the structure of the reference compounds used. The temporal constraint 

of the different experimental methods selects reactants which have the same excess 

energy per vibrational degree of freedom. The method of excitation is irrelevant, as long

dissociate the ions at the necessary rate. RRKM calculations have shown that, for similar 

frequency factors and barrier heights, dissociation rates for systems of varying size are 

approximately the same when the excess energies per vibrational degree o f freedom in the 

activated complexes are comparable.8

[1.10]

compounds of similar £pA, and eqn. 1.10 correctly predicts the straight line in the plot,

[1.11]

as it produces a distribution of internal excitation which includes the energy required to
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1.3.c RRKM Theory of the Kinetic Method. In RRK theory a molecule is 

modeled as a system of loosely coupled harmonic oscillators. When compared to 

experimental values, k(E) in RRK theory can sometimes be off by an order of magnitude 

or more. In this section, RRKM unimolecular reaction theory is utilized to rationalize the 

kinetic method. This analysis does not depend on a specific model for the active modes 

in the reacting ion and the transition state, which makes it more applicable to realistic 

systems.

The RRKM rate constant can be written as17’19

where G ' ( E - E 0) is the sum of states for the active degrees of freedom in the transition 

state, h is the Planck’s constant, and N(E) is the density of states for the active degrees of 

freedom in the reacting ion. The desired ratio of rate constants is then equal to ratio of 

the sums of states for the transition states:

The densities of states of the reactant for the two reactions cancel out, since they are equal 

according to the rapid intramolecular energy transfer assumption of RRKM theory.

The sum of states is usually expressed semi-classically in terms of a phase-space 

volume integral,17'19

*, ( E ) _ G, ( £ - £ , )  
k2(E) G2( E - E 2) '

[1.13]

s
[1.14]
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with the Hamiltonian of the system as the constraint. For the derivation of the kinetic 

method to be general, the potential of the Hamiltonian cannot be specified, and 

converting eqn. 1.14 into a useful expression is a difficult task. Forst gives another 

semiclassical equivalent of eqn. 1.14:19

G ( £ ) = J - - -  JJ • tL15l
/(n i)< £  '=1

where n, is the quantum number for the i-th degree of freedom and g, is the degeneracy 

associated with nx. The constraint (i.e., the energy) is a continuous function of n\, nz, «3, 

... «s. In RRKM theory, the degrees o f freedom are assumed independent and separable. 

Then the function/ («0 can usually be written in the form,19

5 r  \ P i

/ ( » i )  =  £ —  . tl.16]

where a, and p\ are constants. Forst’s representations, eqns. 1.15 and 1.16, are not 

particularly useful when calculating an actual value for the sum of states, since energy is 

considered as a continuous function. Even for the large systems that the kinetic method is 

typically used to investigate, the approach is expected to be unsuitable. However, if at 

and pi are treated as empirical parameters, then an accurate number for G(E) can be 

obtained.19 This requires appropriate values for a and p  of each mode to be known, but 

for the purpose at hand it is sufficient to recognize that eqn. 1.15 can represent the actual 

sum of states.

Eqn. 1.15 with the constraint/ ( n0 < E  is a Dirichlet’s integral, whose solution is20
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where T(z) are gamma functions and mi -1  equals the exponent of the quantum number 

in the degeneracy g\. For example, ml = 1 if the i-th mode is a harmonic oscillator, since 

gi is independent of quantum number. The ratio of sums of states for the two transition 

states is

G ( E - E l ) s

G ( E - E 2 ) n
i=2 Pi

•n
j=i
*2

P i

f
m

A

r

s

l + Z
j =l

^  *2
•

(  s
r i + Z

V i=2

m

( E - E x) i=2Pi

m ;
s m -,

Pi ( E - E i )

[1.18]

Eqn. 1.18 is written with the i=l and j=2 modes designated as the reaction coordinates of 

the transition states for rxn. 1 and rxn. 2, respectively:
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[A -H  B]
▲ AI I

i=2 i= l

+
[AH] + B (rxn. 1)

[A H -B ]
t t

j=2 j=i

A  + [HB] (rxn. 2)

To make further progress from eqn. 1.18, an assumption regarding the transition 

states must be made: for a weakly bonded complex going through a simple dissociation, 

the two transition states are similar except for the modes involved in the breaking of the 

hydrogen bond;

al =ai ; pt =ps ; ml =m] fori  = j * l o r 2 .  [1.19]

Then,

G ( E - E {) P r ^ / p i=2.
G ( E - E 2 ) I \ mj-i _J 

2 Pi-7*\
m

J ,

y / P r \ J  
r

s
r Z

m-

j=i 
V *2

P i

[1.20]

v
( £ - £ , )  A w

•i. Wj

Pi

y

1 + 1"%, I (£-£2) | .J
V i=2

If the two modes involved in the bond breakage are of the same variety (i.e., 

hydrogen bonds), then
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p^ 2 = p h ; m i = 2 =  m j - i  • [ 1 - 2 1 ]

No assumptions are required for the relative energies of the modes or their quantum 

numbers. The validity of this approximation is readily apparent if a physical model is 

specified for the modes (see below).

The ratio of rate constants can now be expressed as

* ,(£) = GX( E - E X) = 
k2(E) G2( E - E 2) “

f  \ mH\ a xJ
E - E x [1.22]

with

m  =  m i=2 =  m J=I ; P _ £ s . a £ a ;
■=2 P,  j=I P j *2

or

In

With \E2 -  Ex | small compared to E -  Ex,

’ *,(£)" = m. ln
( \ 
ai + P. ln

' E - E x'----------U ( £ ) J Ve ~ e 2)

In
*,(£) 

L k2{E).
~ h

and

ln‘

'

I[AH]+ , f a , )
” ~  m  - LnJ —

vai y
-  P‘ £ pa( B ) - £ pa(A)

£ - £ ,

[1.23]

[1.24]

[1.25]

[1.26]

Eqn. 1.26 gives the desired linear relationship between the logarithm of the product ion 

ratio and the difference in proton affinities, provided that the ratio ajla\ do not vary much 

with different reference compounds. This would be similar to the assumption made
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regarding the frequency factor ratios in the RRK and the transition state theory analyses, 

but not necessary equivalent since the physical signification of ax has not been specified.

It is instructive to consider the case when physical models for the active modes are 

used to express /  (ri\) in eqn. 1.16. In RRKM calculations of rate constants, the sum of 

states G* (£  — £„) is determined by treating the vibrational degrees of freedom as 

harmonic oscillators and any internal rotational degrees o f freedom as free rotors.17,19 In 

such a case, /(« i) is the sum of the energies of harmonic oscillators and free rotors;

t-i tr
[1.27]

1=1 t=r+t

where r is the number o f the harmonic oscillators and I\ is the moment of inertia of the i- 

th rotor. The zero-point energy is included in £0. Then a: =(hvl) for l < i < r ;  

at = 2 i j h 1 for r + l < i < s —1; and m jp l = I for all i.19 For simple dissociations of 

proton-bound dimers, the two modes involved in the bond formation/dissociation are 

better treated as harmonic oscillators. Then, eqn. 1.26 becomes identical to the 

expression arrived using the RRK theory, eqn. 1.10:

In'
I[AH1+

I[HB]+

/  N
v,

\ V 2J
- ( s - i y

(B) — Epa (A)
[1.28]
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1.4 Results and Discussion

As examples, the data obtained using tetramethylguanidine (TMG) as the 

reference compound are exhibited in figures 1.3(a)-(c). Figure 1.3(a) is a spectrum of the 

betaine/TMG mixture, and 1.3(b) is that of the isolated adduct after other ions are ejected. 

Off-resonance collision activation of the adduct gives the product distribution shown in 

1.3(c). Table 1 summarizes the results of CID experiments, and the gas phase proton 

affinity of betaine is determined as 242 kcal/mol from the plot in figure 1.4. 

Measurements made using this technique have an average uncertainty of ±1 kcal/mol.8 

Analysis of slope of the plot using eqn. 1.11 yields 1.5 kcal/mol o f average excess energy 

per degree of freedom in the activated complex.

In the range of collision energy examined in this investigation (0.1-1.8 eV per 

collision in the center-of-mass-frame), the CID product ratio was independent of the 

energy for all of the betaine-base adduct species.7 The only energy-dependent process 

observed was the secondary fragmentation of the protonated TMBDA product. Starting 

at the collision energy of 0.4 eV, a peak with m/z of 100.113 appeared in the betaine- 

TMBDA spectra (figure 1.5a), whose relative intensity rose with increasing energy while 

the protonated TMBDA peak intensity decreased. The sum of intensities for the two 

peaks, however, did not vary relative to that of betaine peak (figure 1.6). A CED 

experiment on protonated TMBDA verified the origin o f the new peak, and the identity of 

ion corresponding to the peak has been tentatively assigned as AZ/V-dimethylpyrrolidine
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Figure 1.3: (a) Mass spectrum of betaine/TMG mixture, (b) Spectrum of proton-
bound betaine-TMG adduct after all other ion species, including the 13C ions, were 
ejected from the reaction cell, (c) Result of collision-induced dissociation (CID) of the 
isolated betaine-TMG adduct at average collision energy of 1.3 eV in the center-of-mass 
frame.
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Reference Base Proton Affinity 
(kcal/mol)

CID Product Ratio 
(Betaine-H+/Base-H+)

TBA 236.0 27.25
TMPDA 239.6 5.04
TMBDA 240.8 2.27

BDF 240.8 1.63
TMG 243.1 0.69
DBN 245.1 0.11
DBU 247.5 0.02

Table 1.1: Summary of the ratios of product ion populations from the collision-
induced dissociations (CID) of proton-bound adducts containing betaine and various 
reference bases. See figure 1.2 for structures of the bases.
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Figure 1.4: Natural logarithm of the ratio of CED products (protonated
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bound adducts. The proton affinity of betaine extracted from the plot is 242 kcal/mol. 
Data for these experiments are found in Table 1.1.
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cation (DMPC; figure 1.5b). This was the only system to exhibit any significant amount 

o f secondary fragmentation in the energy range examined.

Formation of zwitterions as small as betaine has previously been considered to be

9 1 99too unfavorable energetically to occur in the gas phase. Although only protonated 

betaine and bases were actually detected in the experiments, the appearance o f protonated 

bases from the dissociation of the betaine-base adduct is an indication that betaine in its 

zwitterion form was produced. However, once the free zwitterion is formed, it may 

subsequently isomerize to N,A^-dimethylgiycine methyl ester, (CH3 )2NCH2COOCH3 . 

This methyl-cation transfer reaction is known to occur with the melting of solid betaine

(m.p. 310°C),23 but the barrier for this isomerization in the gas phase is expected to be 

significantly higher.

A question may be raised regarding the gas phase structures of the protonated 

“betaine”-base adducts and whether the measured proton affinity is truly that of betaine, 

and not of the methyl ester or their mixture. Our experimental results indicate that the 

adducts containing betaine are the predominant forms generated with the method 

described. The proton affinity of the methyl ester has been measured by Cooks and co

workers as 227.2 kcal/mol.24 This is significantly lower than that of the reference bases 

used in our experiments. With differences this large (9—21 kcal/mol), CID of the adducts 

containing the ester isomers will yield the protonated bases as the only products. No 

detectable amount of ions with the m/z corresponding to the protonated ester will be 

produced. It is also unlikely that the adduct populations were mixtures with significant
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Figure 1.5: (a) Spectrum of protonated betaine-TMBDA adduct after CID at 1.1 eV
average collision energy in the center-of-mass frame, (b) A possible reaction scheme for 
the secondary fragmentation of protonated TMBDA.
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amounts of the methyl ester isomer. This is experimentally supported by the CID result 

of the betaine/TBA (£pa = 236.0 kcal/mol) system, which indicates that at least 97% of 

the adducts are composed of the zwitterion form.

The difference of 103 ± 2  kcal/mol in the proton affinities of f-butylacetate anion 

and betaine indicates that a nearby positive charge can give rise to an enormous increase 

in the acidity of a carboxylic acid group. The contribution o f electrostatic stabilization to 

this difference can be roughly estimated from the energy of interaction between two point 

charges, given by Coulomb’s law in the form of eqn. 30 (cgs units):

[1.29]

in which q\ and qi are the charges of the two groups, r is the distance between them, and 

D is the dielectric constant of the medium (solvent). D is equal to 1.0 in vacuum, 1.9 in 

hexane, and 79 in water.25 Shielding by a methylene group between two charges in the 

gas phase is negligible,26 and D is expected be very close to 1.0 in isolated betaine. 

Substituting 3.3 A for r, the magnitude of dipolar stabilization in betaine calculated using 

eqn. 29 is 101 kcal/mol. Such a close agreement between a simple Coulomb’s law 

calculation and an experimental measurement of electrostatic effect on the chemistry of a 

functional group was also observed by Williams et al.,26 in their investigation o f the 

influence of Coulomb repulsion on the gas phase basicity of protonated diaminoalkanes. 

More experimental studies on this subject are certainly required. But for reactions 

involving charged intermediates, these results imply that the thermochemical effects of
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distal charge centers on other functional groups may be adequately described as purely 

electrostatic in nature.

1.5 Conclusions

The RRK rationalization of the kinetic method introduced by Campbell et al.s has 

been expanded and generalized using RRKM unimolecular reaction theory. Unlike the 

often invoked analysis using transition state theory, these derivations do not assume a 

Boltzmann distribution of internal energies in the reacting ions, reinforcing the validity of 

the kinetic method. The RRKM rationalization provides a general expression relating the 

ion product population ratio to the proton affinity difference. It is independent of the 

modes used to model the internal degrees of freedom in the reacting ion and the transition 

state, but reduces to the RRK expression when the appropriate physical model is applied.

Experimental application of the kinetic method has been demonstrated in the 

determination of the gas phase proton affinity of betaine. The measured value is 242 ± 1 

kcal/mol, or 103 kcal/mol less than the proton affinity of its isoelectronic analog, t- 

butylacetate anion. Most of this difference, -101 kcal/mol, is attributed to the dipolar 

stabilization of the carboxylate anion in betaine and represents the increase in the acidity 

o f a carboxylic acid group that would arise from the presence of an isolated positive 

charge 3.3 A away. This is one of the first reported experimental measurements of such 

electrostatic effect on the chemical properties o f a function group.27
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Chapter 2: High Resolution Spectroscopy of Trapped Ions:

Concept and Design

2.1 Introduction

Chemistry o f small and medium-sized molecular ions in the gas phase has been 

extensively studied during the last four decades. Much of the progress has been made 

possible by the advent o f experimental methods such as crossed beams, ion drift tubes, 

and mass spectrometry techniques,1 which all take advantage of the ease of manipulating 

charged particles. Quantitative insights into the kinetics and thermochemistry o f ion- 

molecule reactions and unimolecular processes in ions have been obtained that rival, if 

not surpass, the knowledge of such chemical properties in neutral gas molecules.

Physical properties of gas phase ions, however, are far less well known. Their 

structures, electric and magnetic multipole moments, low-frequency internal motions, and 

other molecular parameters which can reveal the electronic wavefunction remain largely 

uninvestigated experimentally. This is in sharp contrast to the study of neutral systems, 

where the high resolution and accuracy afforded by spectroscopy in the radio and 

microwave frequencies have provided a wealth of knowledge on these properties. Study 

of ions at these frequencies has been limited to lower resolutions and to a small number 

of species which can be generated favorably in continuous discharge ion sources.2
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The lack of precise and general spectroscopic methods has forced chemists to 

attempt to extract physical properties of gas phase ions from their chemical properties, 

often augmented with computational work of varied sophistication. An example o f this is 

to infer the structure of an ionic cluster from its reactivity with neutral gases. A need for 

a high resolution spectroscopic technique for ions is also apparent in chemical analysis. 

In a complex mixture o f many neutral and ionic species, for example in interstellar gases 

and in combustion of fuels, often only the radio and microwave regions have the 

necessary resolution and accuracy to identify the components from its absorption spectra. 

However, since spectra o f most molecular ions in these frequencies are not known, only 

the neutral species can be recognized.

The difficulty in spectroscopy of gas phase ions arises from the same feature that 

makes the study of their chemical properties facile: Their charged state leads to

electrostatic repulsion, resulting in low sample density. The small number of photons 

being absorbed or emitted by the system under investigation makes detection difficult, 

especially if the radiation is of low energy. A solution to this type of problem was 

demonstrated by the molecular beam magnetic resonance experiments of Rabi and co

workers. Their scheme, in which the resonance absorption of radiation is detected by its 

effect on the absorbing molecule rather than on the radiation, has since been utilized in 

other experiments to investigate neutral systems.3

Pizarro and Weitekamp4 have proposed an experimental technique employing 

such a detection method for obtaining high-resolution spectroscopy of molecular ions, 

termed internally resonant ion trapping excitation (IRITE). Although developed for 

studying magnetic resonances, the authors have also suggested adaptation of the
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technique for electric dipole transitions in the radio and microwave frequencies. The 

present proposal builds upon this suggestion and describes in detail an experiment to 

observe r.f. resonances using IRITE. This novel technique, readily adaptable to 

microwave frequencies, not only promises spectroscopy of a wide variety of molecular 

and cluster ions, but with the spectral resolution currently unattainable even for neutral 

systems.

2.2 Internally Resonant Ion Trapping Excitation

The theoretical background of the proposed experiment is briefly discussed in this 

section. A superposition of two energy levels created by a resonant electric field has a 

macroscopic dipole moment which oscillates in the laboratory frame. If the resonant field 

is spatially inhomogeneous, then the particle with the dipole moment experiences an 

accelerating force from the interaction between the moment and gradient of the field: The 

particle is spatially displaced. This phenomenon has been observed in neutral atoms with 

high-powered lasers and is called the radiative, or the gradient, dipole force.5

In IRITE, this on-resonance spatial displacement is detected as a change in the 

oscillatory motions of ions trapped in an ion cyclotron resonance (ICR), or Penning, cell. 

The gradient field is applied as time-varying potential differences among electrodes of the 

cell (for r.f. experiments) or by using the cell as a microwave cavity (for microwave 

experiments). Although originally developed for the cyclotron motion in a magnetic 

field, the theory of IRITE can be adapted to any harmonic oscillation of a trapped particle,
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including the magnetron and the axial motion in an ICR cell. In the particular experiment 

proposed here, r.f. IRITE will be detected as a change in the energy of axial oscillation.

The gradient field to be used in the proposed experiment is of the form

E { f , t )  = G[x i + y j  -  2zk)[cos(<oo +cos(<uo-© J f] , [2.1]

where G is the magnitude of gradient, co0 the (angular) frequency of the internal 

resonance, and coz the axial trapping frequency. Here the z-axis is defined to be along the 

magnetic field line. Any spatially inhomogeneous field can couple internal states with the 

external translational motion. Since the electrodes making up an ICR cell can be divided 

into any number o f pieces,6 a wide variety o f r.f. field configurations are possible. The 

quadrupolar configuration of eqn. [2.1] has the advantage of being simple to implement 

(with a.c. potential differences between the ring and the endcap electrodes of an ordinary 

ICR cell) and having the z-component required for the parallel transitions (AM/ = 0) we 

wish to examine in this particular experiment. [The same field applied at cos(o>0 + &+)t, 

where co+ is the cyclotron frequency, for example, can be used to excite the cyclotron 

motion for perpendicular transitions.] Furthermore, the ponderomotive potential resulting 

from this r.f. field can be easily neutralized by lowering the d.c. trapping voltage.7

With the gradient field applied at the sum and the difference of the internal and 

axial frequencies, it has the effect of driving the axial motion in proportion to the 

transition dipole moment created by the field. A rotating frame analysis predicts a change 

in the oscillation energy of
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, ( P Ge )2
z =  2m  ’ t2 ‘2 ]

where // is the magnitude of the dipole moment, t the length of time IRITE is applied, and 

m the mass of the ion (see Appendix A). The ± sign indicates that the ion will be either 

accelerated or decelerated by IRITE, depending on which of the two eigenstates of the 

transition dipole the ion was in before the application of IRITE. If the initial axial energy 

is small compared to AEz, then ions in both states are accelerated, but with a 180° 

difference in the axial phase. Substituting in the experimental parameters,

0.07
AE = ± m [2.3]

I'rf is the peak voltage of the applied r.f., and r0 is the radius of the cylindrical cell to be 

used in the experiment. With m = 36 amu, // = 1 Debye, Frf = 200 Vo-p, t = 1 sec, and r0 

= 3 mm, the anticipated change in the energy of oscillation is ± 40 meV.

Useful spectroscopy, however, cannot be performed simply by observing the 

frequency-dependence of this energy change. The large magnitude of electrical field 

needed to create the strong gradient will completely mix the internal states, resulting in 

spectra that are significantly power-broadened and difficult to interpret. For the r.f. 

experiment proposed here, the Rabi frequency associated with the gradient field can be as
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large as, or even larger than, the internal transition frequencies, depending on the position 

of ion in the cell.

The proposed experiment overcomes this problem by taking advantage of the 

near-collisionless conditions in an ICR trap and obtaining the spectra in the time domain. 

This is facilitated by applying a homogeneous r.f. field in addition to the gradient field, to 

make ERITE uniformly effective across some broad spectral region. This field, referred 

here as the dipole-locking field, allows transition dipoles with resonance frequencies 

across a wide spectrum to remain in phase with the IRITE force, allowing all of the 

transitions to be excited nearly equally. Addition of a dipole-locking field of magnitude s  

modifies eqn. [2.1] to give the new gradient field,

E{r, r) = G(xi  + y  j — 2z k)[cos(o) + aj2)r + cos(fy — +- s  kcoso) r, [2.4]

where co is some convenient frequency in the spectral region of interest.

Taking into account the effect of the dipole-locking field, eqn. [2.2] now becomes

where cox is the Rabi frequency associated with the dipole-locking field, 

cox = H ■ s / h ,  and A a  is the detuning frequency, Aco = co — coo. The factor in the 

parentheses of eqn. [2.5] gives the effectiveness of IRITE off resonance. For example,

[2.5]
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assuming // = I Debye, a dipole-locking field strength s  = 10 V/cm will provide an 

IRITE effectiveness of greater than 90% over a 5 MHz bandwidth. A field strength of 

e  = 1 kV/cm will produce an effectiveness o f greater than 90% over a 500 MHz 

bandwidth.

The time-domain data is obtained in a maimer analogous to Ramsey’s molecular 

beam method with separated oscillating fields,3 except that in IRITE the fields are 

separated in time rather than in space. In this scheme, the time in which the gradient field 

is applied is divided into two halves, and a period of field-free evolution of the internal 

states is introduced in-between. The effects of the two periods of gradient field either add 

or subtract from each other, depending on whether the internal state of the ion has 

remained the same or changed to the other eigenstate of the transition dipole during the 

free evolution period. If the state had remained the same, then the net result is identical to 

that with no free evolution period in-between. If it did switch, then the effects of the two 

periods cancel out each other and there is no net energy change (see Appendix B).

The probability of an ion’s internal state remaining the same during the free 

evolution period t\ is3

The spectroscopic information is obtained by varying the length of t\. For example, with 

a detection scheme that only detects ions in which the effects of the two IRITE periods 

add, the signal amplitude obtained at various t\ will modulate at A co. If the bandwidth of 

the experiment covers several transitions of different co0's, then the signal will be a sum

[2.6]
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of such modulations. Fourier transform o f this time-domain signal provides the desired 

spectrum unperturbed by the gradient field.

2.3 Experimental Considerations

Purpose of the planned experiment is to demonstrate the feasibility of IRITE by 

obtaining high resolution r.f. spectra of H35C1+ and H37C1+. It is designed to be performed 

on a commercial FT-ICR mass spectrometer with modest modifications.

2.3.a Overview of the Experiment. The experiment is carried out using a dual

cell configuration: one to perform ICR mass spectrometry (MS cell) and the other for 

IRITE (IRITE cell). A population of HC1+ ions is generated by electron impact in MS 

cell, and their internal and axial energies are collisionally cooled to the temperature of the 

cell (77 K). A small fraction of the ions (~ 100 ions) is then transferred to IRITE cell, 

where the gradient field is applied as a.c. voltages on the endcaps for two periods of 0.5 

sec with a delay of ti in-between. Ions whose axial energy is excited during both periods 

of IRITE are released from the cell by lowering the trapping voltage on one of the 

endcaps and counted by a multi-channel plate detector. Ions which are not excited, or not 

excited enough, remain in the cell, allowing more than one time-domain data point to be 

taken from a single population if desired. A new “sample” of the cooled ions is then 

transferred from MS cell to IRITE cell to repeat the process for another t\ data point.

2.3.b ICR Spectrometer Requirements. There must be negligible ion-molecule 

interaction during the one second of IRITE to avoid collision-induced relaxation of
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internal states. Examination of the small amount of literature available on the low-energy 

relaxation rates for gas phase ions8 suggests that a pressure in the low 10“10 Torr range is 

necessary. Fortunately, this is the typical operating pressure in many high-performance 

ICR instruments available commercially.

Because of the dual-cell configuration and the detection scheme to be used in the 

experiment, a solenoid-type magnet is required. Since it is the axial oscillation of ions 

that is being excited, and not the cyclotron motion, strength and field homogeneity of the 

magnetic field do not play critical roles in this experiment. Higher fields are desirable, 

however, for better trapping of ions (> 2 tesla).

An internal ion source is preferred to avoid the wide axial energy distribution of a 

typical external source. This requires a pulsed valve to inject HC1 gas into MS cell 

equipped with an electron gun. A second valve for a non-reactive gas like N2 is needed to 

collisionally cool the generated ions. Resonant azimuthal quadrupole excitation9 will be 

applied during the collisions to confine and mass-select HCI+. Spontaneous emission 

following the collisions will augment the cooling of the internal degrees of freedom, with 

the average lifetime of first excited rotational level calculated to be about 30 seconds 

assuming a transition moment of 1 Debye.

2.3.c Modifications of ICR Instrument. An open-ended cylindrical cell will be 

added and used as IRITE cell (Fig. 2.1). The ability to tune and compensate for the 

anharmonicity in the cell’s trapping potential is required, since the amplitude dependence 

of axial frequency effects the maximum steady-state energy that can be obtained by the 

IRITE driving force.10 Although sweeping the frequency of the gradient field during 

excitation (i.e., chirping) can overcome this problem, the anharmonicity must still be
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Figure 2.1: The orthogonalized, open-ended cylindrical trap to be used in the experiment 
as IRITE cell (r0 = 3 mm). The design is from Gabrielse et a / . 11

m in im ized  to keep the bandwidth of the sweep, and thus the necessary r.f. power, small. 

For example, a 40 meV axial energy gain corresponds to a 0.3 mm increase in the 

amplitude from the center of cell with the trapping voltage VT = 10 V (cdJ I tz = 237.8 

kHz). In a cell with the octopole expansion coefficient | C4 1 = 1 x 10-2, this will result in 

a -  20 Hz shift in axial frequency. For | C4 I = I x 10-3, the shift will be -  2 Hz. 

Values of | C4 1 less than 10"4 have been attained for cells of same design.12

The experiment is simplified by cooling the axial motion and minimizing the 

spatial distribution of the ion cloud before application of IRITE. At 77 K, IcqT  is 6.6 

meV. Less than one-in-1000 ions in this thermal cloud will have axial energy of 40 meV 

or greater. Such a small distribution in energy effectively increases the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the experiment.
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The cells can be cooled by taking advantage of the cryogenic pumps which many 

commercial ICR instruments are equipped with. A heat shield, connected via a cold 

finger to the pump, can be built around the cells. Since these pumps typically operate at 

near 10 K, a relatively simple shield will be capable of cooling the cells to ~ 77 K (Fig. 

2.2). If vibration from the pump is not a problem, the cell electrodes and wires can be 

placed in thermal contact with the heat shield through ceramics for better cooling. R.f. 

heating of IRITE cell should not be significant, due to the modest capacitance expected 

for the circuit containing the cell and the small resistivities of materials at the low 

temperature. Taking into account the skin effect at 100 MHz, resistance of the ceil (Ag- 

plated) at 77 K is estimated to be ~ 2 x 10-3 Q.

The ions excited by IRITE can be selectively detected by slowly lowering the 

trapping voltage on the endcap (#2 in Fig. 2.1) until they are ejected from the cell. 

However, with the excitation taking place at Vj = 10 V, the trapping voltage must be 

lowered to less than 1 mV for the ejection to occur due to adiabatic cooling13 o f the axial 

oscillation. Patch effect and static charge build-ups on the cell electrodes make such a 

small potential difficult to obtain reproducibly. A more practical way is to ground the 

endcap and instead apply the trapping voltage on the adjacent compensation electrode; in 

effect shortening the cell. Ions with 40 meV axial energy will eject with Vr ~ 20 mV on 

the compensation electrode.

A MCP-based detection system will be utilized in this experiment. It provides the 

high sensitivity required without the specialized electronics necessary for non-destructive 

detection methods,12'14 which may be reserved for future work. As demonstrated by the 

time-of-flight ICR experiments (ISOLTRAP),15 the ions excited out of the cell will be
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the heat shield and the detector system. The figure depicts a 
section of a typical high-field FT-ICR mass spectrometer. [This setup is also useful for 
detecting IRITE of the cyclotron motion by measuring the ions’ time of flight.]

effectively guided by the magnetic field to the detector positioned at the end of the 

vacuum chamber.

2.3.d Target Spectra. The internal resonances of interest are the transitions 

between the two members of A-type doublets in the lowest rotational levels of H3iC r  and 

H37Cl+: J  = 3/2 and 5/2 of the spin-orbit substate Q = 3/2, u = 0. These transitions are 

expected to occur near 90 and 340 MHz,16 respectively, with AMj = 0. HCl+ is a good 2n  

case (a) system in the lower rotational levels, and the field strength of an ICR magnet (1 ~ 

7 Tesla) is not large enough to produce a full Paschen-Back effect, since the spin-orbit 

coupling constant is -6 3 4  cm-1.

The A-doublet transition for each rotational level will have Zeeman splitting as 

well as hyperfine structure. Since the Zeeman energies are much larger than hyperfine
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energies, each My component will be examined in a separate experiment to keep the 

bandwidth o f the experiment small and the electronic circuitry of the apparatus simple. 

For example, the four Zeeman components of the J  = 3/2 level of H35C r  will be spread 

out over 9 MHz at 2 Tesla, while the hyperfine splittings of each component should be 

covered by a 100 kHz bandwidth.17 A more quantitative prediction of the spectra is not 

possible with the current knowledge of molecular constants for HC1+.

2.3.e Data Acquisition. Time line for the proposed experiment is shown in Fig.

2.3. All d.c. trapping voltage changes are to be done slow enough to effect the ion cloud 

adiabatically. The number of ions transferred from MS cell to IRITE cell will be kept 

small (~ 100) to minimize undesirable effects of ion-ion interaction during IRITE.

A potential source o f noise in the time-domain signal is the fluctuation in the 

number of ions generated and transferred to IRITE cell. This uncertainty is avoided by 

counting the total number o f ions in the cell (see Fig. 2.3) and normalizing the signal 

count obtained from that population. This leaves the counting statistics from quantum 

uncertainty as the principal noise source.

An estimation of the signal counts can be made assuming a Boltzmann 

distribution of internal states at 77 K. For the J  = 3/2 level of H35CI+, 53% of the ion 

population will be distributed approximately equally among its four Zeeman components. 

Thus, in an experiment in which the spectral bandwidth covers the hyperfine splittings of 

one component, at most ~ 13% of the population can be excited (i.e., axial energy 

increases during both IRITE periods). The actual percentage of ions excited is 

determined by the length of free evolution period t\ and eqn. [2.6], If it is assumed that
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Figure 2.3: Time line for the proposed experiment. Plot labeled “Endcap #1” indicates 
the d.c. voltage on the endcap of IRITE cell adjacent to MS cell (see Fig. 2.1). “Comp. 
Elect.” indicates the d.c. voltage on the compensation electrodes. “Endcap #2” indicates 
the voltage on the endcap closest to the detector.

only 1/3 of these ions are actually counted by the detector (due to ion loss during flight, 

-50% efficiency of a typical MCP detector, etc.), then the maximum signal count is a 

little more than 4% o f the ions in the cell per data point. Assuming 100 ions in the cell, 

this corresponds to 4 counts per point. A similar signal count can be expected for the J  = 

5/2 level, which has 32% of the population divided among six Zeeman components.

The lengths o f free evolution periods t\ will be chosen so that they are equal to 

integral multiples o f the period of axial oscillation (4.2 psec under the proposed 

conditions). Otherwise, the magnitude of driving force during the second IRITE period 

will decrease by a factor of cos[A<j>], where A<j) is the difference between the axial phase at
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the end of the first period and that at the beginning of the second. [Alternatively, the 

phase of the second IRITE period can be changed relative to that o f the first period to take 

into account the axial motion during t\. The change in the transition probability (eqn.

[2.6]) resulting from such a phase shift3 can be rectified by scaling the signal count.] A 

time-domain data acquisition o f 1024 points at A/i = 4.2 psec intervals gives a frequency- 

domain spacing of 230 Hz per point and a bandwidth of 120 kHz. If it takes 60 seconds 

to generate and cool the ions, and up to 100 “samples” can be transferred to IRITE cell 

from each ion generation, then each scan takes — 1600 seconds. About 46 hours o f data 

acquisition time is needed to average 100 scans. The anticipated time-domain signal-to- 

noise ratio for the experiment is roughly the square root of the total number of counts 

possible, or V400 in this example.

2.4 Final Comments

An ICR trap provides chemists with a unsurpassed ability to isolate and 

manipulate charged systems, and the novel technique introduced here promises high 

resolution spectroscopy o f ions in such a unique environment. The experiment presented 

in this proposal is primarily intended to prove the concept of IRITE and designed to be 

carried out on an existing instrument with minimal modifications. But it can be readily 

combined with methods and technologies already in use in ICR mass spectrometry to 

bring forth the full potential of the technique. A non-destructive detection scheme with 

single-ion sensitivity, adapted from the high-precision mass measurement
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experiments,12*14 enables a spectrum to be obtained from a single ion population, negating 

the need for repeated ion generations and the dual-cell configuration. The practically 

indefinite containment time of the trap and its ability to operate in cryogenic temperatures 

(~- 4 K) allows cooling of the internal degrees o f freedom, making studies o f large and 

complex systems possible. And since the trap is compatible with most types of ion 

sources, including those useful for generating highly reactive species and weakly bound 

complexes, IRITE is a general method applicable to a wide variety o f chemically 

interesting systems.

Impact o f this new technique will extend beyond that of allowing spectroscopy of 

previously inaccessible systems. As demonstrated in the high-precision mass 

measurement and “geonium” experiments,18 an ICR trap provides a setting in which the 

external influences on the system of investigation can be controlled to very high 

precision. This, along with the time-domain data acquisition, will enable chemists to 

obtain spectra with the accuracy and resolution currently not possible even for neutral 

molecules. The experiment described in this proposal, although not intended to achieve 

the ultimate precision of IRITE, will surpass the molecular beam electric resonance 

experiments19 in resolution. By making available for study phenomena previously 

unobservable, this new technique will provide theorists and computational chemists with 

new questions and challenges for many years to come.
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Appendix A: Average Hamiltonian Theory Derivation

of IRITE

Equation [2.2] o f previous section, which describes the change in axial energy due 

to IRITE, is derived in this appendix. The calculation uses the quantum mechanical 

description o f ion cyclotron resonance developed by Pizarro1 to analyze the transverse 

Stem-Gerlach effect2 on the cyclotron motion o f trapped ions. This rotating frame 

analysis can readily be adapted and applied to any particle trapped in a harmonic 

potential, not just an ion in an ICR cell.

The total Hamiltonian of the system is written as a sum of the unperturbed 

Hamiltonian Ha, which describes the ion’s oscillatory motions and the internal energy 

state, and the perturbative Hamiltonian H\, which describes the interaction between the 

gradient field and the dipole moment of the ion. The rotating frame is defined by Ha:

H0 = Hr + H ;-a> 0 Ix . [A.l]

Hr is the radial energy operator corresponding to the cyclotron (+ subscript) and the 

magnetron (— subscript) motions:

Hr = ho)+(ala+ + -f) -  ha>_(aLa_ + -f) , [A.2]
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where <n± is the (angular) oscillation frequency, and a t  and a± are the creation and 

destruction operators defined by Brown and Gabrielse,3 whose exact forms are not 

relevant to present calculation. H: is the axial energy operator:

H: =hco.{ata: + \)  , [A.3]

with al and az being the standard creation and destruction operators for a linear 

harmonic oscillator.3 The resonance frequency of the internal transition being examined 

is a)0. and lx is the pseudo-spin Vz operator used to describe the internal energy state.4

Note that the problem has both a real magnetic field (along the z-axis) and a fictitious 

magnetic field, whose direction is arbitrary as long as it is perpendicular to the z-axis (and 

chosen here to be the x-axis).

The perturbative Hamiltonian H\ is

Hx=Ji-E = / 7 - E ,  [A.4]

where Ji is the transition dipole moment of interest and E is the gradient field applied.

Since the pseudo-spin Vz formalism is used, Ji is rewritten for convenience using

r = ^ .  [a .5]n
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Substituting the quadrupole field of eqn. [2.1] for E,

H\ = yG  (lx x + I v y - 21: r )  [cos(<y0 +G>: )t + cos(a>0 — eo.)r] . [A.6]

The goal of the calculation is to determine how the axial energy operator H. evolves in 

time under the perturbation H\ (in the rotating frame defined by Ha).

To transform H\ to the rotating frame, we define the evolution operator as

£/ = exp(i/,°% ') [A. 7]

and H\, the rotating-frame H\, as 

Hx = Uf Hx U
[A.8]

= yG  ( /x x + Iy y  -2 1 .  z ) [cos(fy0 +(o.)t + cos(co0 - Q ) ,) t \ .

Each rotating-frame operator in eqn. [A.8] can be found using the Baker-Haussdorf 

expansion:3
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exp(—i'BA) A exp(iBA) = A — iA. [5, A] + 

[b , [b , [b , a ]]]

v 2! y

v 3! y

[B, [5 , 4  

r ( - l ) ainXa '
+

n Iv /

[A.9]

[b ,[b ,...[b ,4 ]...]

where B is a Hermitian operator and A is a real parameter. The resulting pseudo-spin Vz 

operators are

7, = v ' i , u = ix

Iy = U /„ U = sinru0f + Iy coso)0t [A.10]

I: = U I . U = / .  coseo0t + I v sinca0t .

Among the spatial operators, only the z-operator effects the result of this calculation:

2  m o .
(at + a^cosco.t — i(at - a.^sincoJ [A-11]

[See reference 1 for corresponding expressions for x  and y .] Substituting in the individual 

operators into eqn. [A.8], the perturbative Hamiltonian in the rotating frame is
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Hi = yG  ( lx x  + Iy y )  [cos(a>0 + co.)t + cos((o0 - a : )t]

J -  { 4  ('al  + az) [cos(o0-^y;.)/ + cos((2)0 +(W;.)/,]

[A. 12]

+ i I ,  (a t - a . j  [sin(<y0-G>_)r-sin(<y0 

+ I v (at+ aSj [ s i n ^ - # . ) / +  sin(ry0 +<a.:)f]

-  i Iy ( a t - a .}  [cos(<y0 - co,)t - cos(a)0 +co,)t] }

x [cos(<y0 +6): )t + cos(<y0 -a>: )t\

Removing the explicit time dependence by averaging each term over time, the average 

rotating frame Hamiltonian is obtained:

[A.13]

The axial energy operator H: also needs to be transformed to the rotating frame, but 

since it commutes with all of the terms in H0,

H . = Uf H: U = H . . [A. 14]
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Time evolution of H: under the perturbation of the gradient field can now be 

determined. Again using the Baker-Haussdorf expansion (eqn. [A.9]),

Hz{t) = exp H, expr- , m , /N

= Af. + i t
t

H, «P>. H.

+ Ifi'T
3!v h

S (°)  
n \ ’

s(° )  
n \ ’ h \° \  h .

The commutators in the expansion are

£ f 0). 5 ,

H f°», « !0)- &:
{h yG f  2

* r-m

H , = 0

Higher order commutators, and terms containing them, vanish, leaving

heo. , / + \ (h y G t )2
8m
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The first term of eqn. [A. 17] corresponds to the initial axial energy. Diagonal matrix 

elements of the second term will be zero and not contribute to the final energy. The 

change in ion’s axial energy will result from the last term.

With the operator now in hand, and the time dependence of the problem taken into 

account by the operator, the effect of IRITE on the axial energy (eqn. [2.2]) can be readily 

obtained from

Ez(‘) = (*(0)1 Hr(t) |t (0 ) )  [A. 18]

and

|* (0 )) = K „ ) ® |* ±> . [A. 19]

| Tbo) is the harmonic oscillator wavefunction in the classical limit, which describes the 

axial translational motion, and I^V) is the pseudo-spin Vi wavefunction, which describes 

the relevant internal eigenstate.1

If there are more than one ion in the trap, however, then a more accurate

description of the experiment can be given using the density matrix formalism. The

expectation value of an ion cloud’s axial energy can be expressed as the trace o f product 

of the axial energy operator and the density matrix of the system:6'7

teXO = ?>[#=(')/<o)]- [A-20]
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If the initial axial energy o f the ions is negligible (compare to the excitation), 

then 0) can be written simply as the tensor product between the density matrix of a 

harmonic oscillator in thermal equilibrium and that of a unpolarized two-state system:4

P(°) = P r o . ®

[A-21]

= zrx

where Z is the partition function and 1 is the 2 x 2 unit matrix. Substituting eqns. [A. 17] 

and [A.21] into [A.20],

(£r)(r) = A (E: ){t)

[A.22]

{ h y G t ) 2 _  (f£ G t f  
8 m 2m
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Appendix B: Derivation of Time-Domain IRITE

In the proposed IRITE experiment, the spectroscopic information is obtained in 

the time domain. This is accomplished by dividing the time in which the gradient field is 

applied into two halves and introducing a delay in between. The length of this delay, fi, is 

varied for each time-domain data point. The calculation in this appendix will show that 

the number of ions with net increase in axial energy after the second IRITE period 

modulates at the detuning frequency A to = co- <o0 (eqn. [2.5]) in the t\ space.

IRITE IRITE

0 to tQ+ 1-| 2t0+ ti

We start with an expression for the expectation value of ion cloud’s axial energy 

in the Schrodinger picture:

(E: )(t) = Tr[H: p{t)} = Tr[H: Ufp(0)u] 

= Tr\H: U\ U\ UfQp{0)UQ Ux U2

[B.l]
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where Uq is the propagator for the first IRITE period, U\ for the free evolution period tu 

and U2 for the second IRITE period. The problem will be solved in the same rotating 

frame defined by the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 as in Appendix A (eqn. [A.l]), so

that H. = H .. Rewritting eqn. [B.l] in the Heisenberg picture,

= Tr[u0 U{ U2H: U\ C/+C/J p{0)\ 

= Tr[H: (t) p (0)].

[B.2]

The two IRITE periods are chosen to be identical and in phase:

U0 =U2 =exp [B.3]

To reduce the amount o f algebra in the calculation, the time-averaged rotating frame 

Hamiltonian obtained in Appendix A (eqn. [A. 13]) is used;

Since the derivation in Appendix A assumed a resonant gradient field, the use 

of here requires the approximation A a  » 0 for the two IRITE periods. The result is
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accurate as long as <o\, the Rabi frequency associated with the dipole-locking field (eqn. 

[2.5]), is much larger than Aco. The field-free evolution of the internal eigenstate during 

11 is expressed in the pseudo-spin Vz formalism by

[B.5]

where Ix = Ix (eqn. [A. 10]).

To obtain we first determine the effect of the inner most propagator on the

axial energy operator:

U2H: U2 = exp H . exp ‘ I O y [B-6]

This is identical to eqn. [A. 15] in Appendix A, except that t has been replaced by tQ. The 

solution is given by eqn. [A. 17]:

U2 Hz U \ = H . + -  iyG  Iz ( - a !  + a .) . [B.7]

Next, propagating eqn. [B.7] under the free evolution operator Aa> Ix,
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U , U 2 H : u l u l =  H . _  +  (<j-y8° ' ° ) -  i y G ' 0 J ^ ( - a U a _ . )

Only the I~ operator does not commute with Ix:

u ,  I .  u l  =  h  +

1 [ i Aco t\
4- — ---------1

3!
) [ l,  [7„ [7„ a]]]

+
4!

i Aco q 
v h

j [/„  [7„ [7„ [4 , i.

1 ( i Aco tx 
+ 5ll T ~ .T’ /r» | [^x’

Since Ix = Ix,

Ux I, Ufx = L  + Aco q Iy

+ ^(Aruq)4 I: + jy(Aa>q)3 Iy -

= I .  cosAo q + Iy sinA<y q .

Substituting into eqn. [B.8],

. [B.8]

[B-9]

[B.10]
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Ux U2 H. u\ u\ =  H.  +-
{h Y G t0)2 

8 m

— iyG  (-<2; +flz) (4  cosAo; tx + Iy sinAo q ) .

Hz(t) can now be determined from

UQUX U n H . u t u t u t  = U0 H . u l  +  & yG ^  
~  "  8 m

[B. 12]

— iyG  l^o[(- a r +<3r) (4  cosAq? tx + Iy sinA<y q)jf/o-

The first term in eqn. [B.12] has been solved (eqn. [B.6]). For the third term, the 

following expansion must be simplified:

Ur [-at + a.)(/..cosA*y tx + 7ysinA*y q)jl/g ~[~at + <zr )(/-cosAr»q + /ysinAa>q)

+ ■itn , [-at +  az /.cosAd) tx + IysinA(o tx)

1*+*--
2! v

£(0) 
n l » Ĥ \[-at + a r j(/-cosAajt1 + / ysinAoq) [B-13]

1 ( it,
3H h

H {0) n \ »
£ ( 0 ) n \ » Hj°\[-at + a.J[/:cosAa? tx + /^sinA^yq)

+
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After the commutators are evaluated using eqn. [B.4], the expansion can be expressed in 

a closed form:

C/0[(-a !  +a= )(^-cosA<aq + 7vsinAry y
2 mco.

x cosArutj
[B.14]

+ ( - a !  + az j(/ycos@ — 7xsin©) + t0/ G ^ [lxcos® + 7vsin©)

where

x sinAmq ,

0 = v GV 2 ^ 7
[B.15]

Substituting eqn. [B.14] into [B.12] gives

H. ( t ) =  H.  + -— (l + cosAryq)
4m

-  iyG [ [-ail + a . )/.(!  + cos A# tx)

[B.16]

■yGtn /— - — f/_cos@ + 7vsin©)sinA£0 . 
° \ 2  mcoz Kx y ’

+ [~al + n=)(7ycos© -  TjSinQjsinAru tx ] .
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Using the initial density operator given by eqn. [A.21] of Appendix A, and assuming a 

negligible initial axial energy, the expectation value o f the axial energy in the proposed 

time-domain experiment (eqn. [B.2]) is

<£=)(') = 7 > [^ ( /)  p{0)]
[B.17]

(ih y G t o f

Am
-(l + cosA<s>q).

The expectation value in eqn. [B.17] must be interpreted in the quantum 

mechanical two-state picture. It is related to the probability of each ion in the cloud either 

being accelerated to maximum energy,

E_ = (n r G t °) . [B.18]
2m

or obtaining no net energy gain at all. For example, if cosAty q = 1, then all ions (in the 

two internal states connected by the gradient field) are excited to the energy give by eqn. 

[B.18]. If cosAo q = 0, then half of the ions are excited to this value while the other 

half are not excited at all. If cosAo q = — 1, then no ion is excited.
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Appendix C: Parametric IRITE by Hexapolar Field Gradient

Any spatially inhomogeneous field can couple the internal eigenstates with the 

external translational motion of an atomic or a molecular system.1 In the IRITE 

experiment proposed in Chapter 2, a quadrupolar gradient field is used (eqn. [2.1]). The 

effect of a hexapolar gradient field is examined in this appendix. There are two 

motivations for this analysis. One is to determine if a higher multipole gradient can be 

more effective in exciting the ions. The other is that often it is difficult to generate a field 

that is purely quadrupolar and without any higher components. This is the case, for 

example, in a microwave cavity necessary for microwave-frequency IRITE.2 How this 

will effect the experiment needs to be examined.

The same rotating frame analysis used in the previous two appendices is utilized 

here. The only significant difference is that the change in the amplitude of oscillation, 

instead of the change in the energy, is analyzed. This will allow the parametric nature of 

hexapolar IRITE to be shown more clearly. Again, excitation of the axial oscillation is 

considered, but the results are applicable to the radial motions without notable change.

The axial hexapolar gradient is modeled as

E ,(/) = F z 2 [cos(a>0 +2*y.)/ + cos(a>0 -2<a.)r] . [C.l]
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Such a gradient would be useful for exciting the axial motion through a parallel (AMj = 0) 

transition. Choice of the frequencies will be explained later. Only the z-component of 

the field is relevant: Unless the cyclotron or the magnetron frequency happens to be same 

as the axial frequency, the x- and y-components do not effect the ion’s motion. The 

corresponding perturbative Hamiltonian is

Substituting eqn. [C.3] for z2 and eqn. [A. 10] for /- in [C.2] gives the rotating frame 

Hamiltonian:

H { = y F  z2) [cos(a>0 -  2(o.)t + cos(o0 + 2coz )t^ . [C.2]

The spatial operator z2 in the rotating frame defined by the unperturbed

Hamiltonian (eqn. [A.7]) is

[C.3]

h J2ala. +1 :p(—i2co: t) + a ‘Z exp(/2*u-/)j.+ a.~ exi
2 mco.
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coscoQt -  Iy sin<y0r)[cos(*u0 -  2co,)t + cos(fi)0 + 2(o.)t\

cos(<yQ — 2a> z )t + cos(a) 0 +2 co.)t\

+ (a l2 + a?)/y[sin(m0 - 2 o j : )t+ sm{a>0 +2co: )t\ [C.4]

— i (a !2 - a ? j / y[cos(6>0 - 2q jz )t - cos{co0 +2ty_)/]

+ i (a*2 - a 2)/_[sin(a>0 — 2coz ) t -sin(u>0 + 2*y.)r] }

x |cos(rw 0 -  2co z )t + cos(m 0 + 2 a z )f ].

The choice of the field frequencies in eqn. [C.2] is justified here. The resulting time- 

averaged rotating frame Hamiltonian is

£(0) = j F h _  / t2 + a2\ L  [C 5]
4moo. v '

The objective of calculation in this appendix is the time evolution of the axial

spatial operator under the gradient field:
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The z-operator in the rotating frame was given previously (eqn. [A.l 1]):

2mco.
(a! + a. JcoscoJ -  /(at -  a , ) s i n a > j . [C.7]

The commutators in eqn. [C.6] are

| h yFft. 
2mcoz 2meoz

l.^a . exp(-/aj.r) - a t exp(/a>.f)j

* 2mco.,
yF h  

y 2moi z
/? [a t exp(-/a>_r) + a . exp(/a> ../)j [C.8]

# ( o )  
n \ >

£ ( ° )  
n \ »

(o ) ~
n \ > 2 moj,

y F h  I r3
v2 mcoz

l^a. exp(-/a;_f) -  a t exp(/a?.r)J

Inserting [C.8] into eqn. [C.6] and rearranging,
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(/) = — - —  a t  exp{-ioj.t) + a. exp(z'ry..r)j 
'11m(0- *- ” " J

{ i [ i t  y F h  :
2!I h 2maoz

\— - — \a.  exp(-fry-/) -  a t exp(zzu_/)l 
\  2mcoz L * J

i t  y F h  j  1 
h 2mcoz '  3!

r .i t  y F h
h 2ma>z

h
2 moo.

a t exp(-iao.t) + a . exp(zzu; /)j • cosh
r r -„ \
i L L i  

K2mcoz : j
[C.9]

+ z
2 moj^

az exp {—ico.t) -  a t exp(zturz)j • sinh^ —- - 1.

Note that the factor in the first term,

2ma>-
a t exp (-ico.t) + a. exp(/a>./)j ,

is equal to the initial z-operator in the rotating frame, z (eqn. [C.7]);

z(r) = z - cosh
n r ?   ̂ ry F  t I .

\2ma>z - j
+ i

2ma>,
a. exp(-zzy.r) -  a t exp(z'G>_r)] • sinh y F  t 

v2 mcoz
L

[C.10]

A somewhat different result is obtained if the gradient field is applied with a td2

phase delay:
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E_(r, t )  =  f {z 2 k) [sin(o>0 + 2a> : ) t  + sin(n>0 -2 a > .) r ] . [C .ll]

Then the average rotating frame Hamiltonian is

[C.12]

and the resulting time-dependent axial operator is

+ a: exp(/a).r)j • cosh| Y F t  
v 2 m c o z

I .

+ i
2mco-

a z  exp(—ic o . t )  -  a t  exp(/<s;-/)j • sinh / F t  j  
v 2 m c o z  z  j

= z ■cosh ( y F t  I  ]
■ 1 h

1 2 m c o z z ) ■y 2 m c o z
a t  exp { i c o . t ) + a: exp(-ia>.r)j - sinh

r  r , \y F t  I

Klmcoz - j

[C.13]

Equations [C.10] and [C.13] give the same description of excitation by the 

hexapole field: Amplitude of the oscillation increases hyperbolically,

z{t) = z0 • cosh
v 2 m a ) z J ’

[C.14]
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where z0 is the initial oscillation amplitude. This differs from IRITE using a quadrupolar 

gradient field, where the amplitude increases linearly in time. The second term in eqn. 

[C.13] indicates that ions that are 180 degrees out of phase in their oscillations are also 

excited. (The second term in eqn. [C.10] describes the role of initial momentum.) These 

properties are consistent with parametric excitations.3,4 Note that since the cosine is an 

even function, the amplitude of oscillation can only increase, regardless of the initial 

internal state.

Using numbers comparable to the parameters discussed in Chapter 2 (eqn. [A.3]), 

with F =2  kV/cm3, q)J2k = 20 kHz, and t=  1 sec, z(t = 1 sec) = 1.1 z0. With a large

enough z0, this amplitude change can be made greater than the ~ 4 mm increase 

expected for the quadrupolar excitation. However, there are experimental difficulties 

associated with a large initial amplitude. The most significant of these is the problem of 

obtaining a harmonic trapping potential over a large volume.3 Since the magnitude of 

excitation is highly sensitive to the experimental parameters, it maybe possible to design 

an IRITE experiment in which the use of a hexapolar gradient field is advantageous. But 

for the experiment described in Chapter 2, a quadrupole field is more appropriate.
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